Eastern Ontario Hockey Academy Wolves
EOHA Wolves is part of the Sharpshooters Family which includes OSS, OSSJR, &
ALMONTE JR Hockey Programs. Our EOHA Wolves will offer a U16, U18 and Junior
Program and will combine Academics and Hockey within an environment that is both
affordable and constructive to the ones involved. We offer a program that encourages
the development of the mind in all aspects of daily learning on & off the ice. We
consider education the cornerstone of civilization. We believe every player’s options
should be created according to his/her individual needs and situation.
Because we are situated in the Ottawa/Gatineau and surrounding area, we can offer
English and French students the possibility of attending a school that caters to both
languages. We have partnered with both public schools and Certified Virtual and Online
courses to enable us to meet every child’s particular needs and financial situation. We
have also partnered with the NCPHL Educational advisory panel so that players can
receive help dealing with Universities and all the steps involved in preparing them for
their university careers.
In the past, our U16 & U18 teams have competed and played against some of the top
programs in North America. Some examples of places our teams played in both the
Canadian and American Showcases are Northwood, Everest, Blyth South, St.Micheals,
Blyth Central, Cmi, Newbridge, Bishops College School, Kuper Academy, Frontier
Hockey, Edouard Mon-Petit, Vert et Or Seminaire St.Joseph, Crescent College, St.
Peter, Notre Dame, Gonzaga and Haliburton; just to name a few.
Our out of town players have the opportunity to billet with families that are currently in
our program or for older players, we have apartment options. This enables us to offer
players with a family oriented but independent setting to inspire a nurturing
environment.

EOHA Wolves 2017-2018 Highlights
* Minimum 5 Tournaments and Showcases
Confirmed Northwood, Trinity
* Presentations and Tours of prospective Universities in the USA

* Individual Attention
* 15 additional games vs other top programs
* Video Sessions.
* Opportunities to train/practice/Affiliate with our Jr teams
* 70 + hours of Practices

* Dryland off ice training
* Transportation and Accommodations to Away Showcases
* Professional Coaches and Support Staff who care
* Nutrition and Sat Prep Course
* Billeting Available
For any Information Please contact Angelo Gallo at 613-601-7735 or email
eoharita@gmail.com
For more information visit Ncphl.com, EohaWolves

